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Introduction 
In [4, Theorem 3.1], R. Hartshorne has given a characterization f the vanishing 
of the nth local cohomology module HF(A) in terms of spec`4. Here (A,m) is a 
commutative (noetherian) local ring of dimension , ` 4 is its m-adic completion, and 
Hnn(A) is defined for any ideal I of A to be limjExtn(A/IJ, A). Other authors 
[6, 7, 3] have given geometric and purely algebraic proofs of this condition. In this 
paper, we present a calculation of HF(A) that yields this theorem. We show that 
the n th local cohomology module may be written as the Matlis dual of a torsion 
submodule of the canonical module of ,4. The associated primes of H~(A)*, as 
described in [9] are readily obtained from this formula, whence yet another proof 
of the aforementioned Lichtenbaum-Hartshorne th orem. 
Torsion theory plays an integral part in the study of the special case where A is 
complete and Gorenstein. For such a ring, we develop (Section 1) a duality on pairs 
of subsets of spec A that relates the nth right derived functor RnY - of any torsion 
functor Y with that of its 'dual' torsion functor Y'*. The reader is referred to the 
text [10] for the necessary torsion theory material and [2, 7] for Gorenstein rings. 
In Section 2, we examine H~- I(A)* for a special case: A is Gorenstein and p is 
a prime of height n -  1. This module is never zero and is just the cokernel of the 
map induced from the p-adic completion of the natural map A --*At,. The extended 
result for an arbitrary height n -  1 ideal I is given. In addition we determine under 
suitable hypothesis the associated primes of HF-1(A)* of height _ 1, and show that 
the submodule of elements in H~-  I(A)* .killed by regular elements i the dense sub- 
module R lft*(A). 
1. The module H~(A) 
If A is a noetherian ring, each torsion class Y-is uniquely determined by 
the set specY-={pEspecA]A/peY-}, the set of torsion primes. Conversely, 
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each set G _c spec A, stable under specialization, determines a torsion class 3 o = 
{MeA-mod]VpCiG, Mp=0}. We note that G=spec fo .  Define the torsion filter 
F=F( f )={ Ic_A IA / le f  }. f determines a subfunctor (also denoted by 
of the identity on A-modules by f (M)  = {x ~ M I (0:x) e F} = li__.m I E F Hom(A/I, M), 
the f-torsion submodule of the A-module M. We use V(I) for the set of primes 
containing I and ~ instead of fr<z), and note that the right derived functors 
Rif t  are just the local cohomology functors Hr. For a local (noetherian) ring A 
with maximal ideal m, we define dual torsion classes. Given f ,  let G= spec ~, 
G*={p~specAlV(p)NGc_ {m}}, and f *=fo* .  We call f *  the dual of ~ and 
f * (M)= {xeM[  VpeG-{m},xAp=O}. If V(I)~O, then ~t** =~.  If q):B~A is 
a surjective ring homomorphism and I c_ A, J= 0-1(I), then ~*(M)= ~t*(M) for 
any A-module M. For the Matlis dual Hom(M,E(A/m)) of the module M, we 
use M*. 
Lemma 1.1. I f  (A,m) is a local (noetherian) ring, complete in the m-adic topology 
and F= F( J )  is the torsion filter of a torsion class f .O, then the natural map 
A --,lim/eFA/I is an isomorphism. 
Proof. If (at) ~ lim A/1, then (am,) e lim A/m i = A, i.e., there is an a ~ A such that 
4--- 4--- ' 
a-am,~m i. For each i, and I~F, 
a -  a~r= (a- am,) + (am,- ai,) + (az,- ai) e mi + mi + l. 
Then a-  al ~ A (m i + I) = I and (if) = (ai). [] 
Theorem 1.2. Let (A,m) be an n-dimensional complete local Gorenstein ring, and 
gr.O a torsion class. Then Rnf(A)*= f*(A) c_ A. 
Proof. Write Rnf(A)*=li_m(Extn(A/I,A)*), the limit taken over all I ¢F=F( f )= 
{I~A] V(I)c_specf}. By duality on a Gorenstein ring [7], Extn(A/I,A)*= 
Torn(A/I,E(A/m))=H°m(A)I) c_A/I. Thus Rnf(A)*= lim H°m(A/I) ~ l imA/I=A 
by Lemma 1.1. We see that Rnf(A)*= {aeA] VIeF, ~>_0 such that~-mJa~I}. 
For each such a, i fp~ G= spec ~, p:gm, and I~F, Ic_p, then aAp=mJaApC_IAp. 
As pk~F for any k>_0, we obtain aApC_pkAp, thus aApC_f')pkAp=O and 
ae gr*(A). Conversely, if ae f*(A), I~F  and p•m, then (I:a)p =(Ip:aAp)=Ap, 
for if I gp  then Ip =Ap, while if Ic__p then p ¢ G-  {m}, so in this instance aAp=O. 
Hence (I:a) is not contained in any non-maximai prime, and there exists a power 
mJ~(I:a), i.e., a~Rnf(A) *. [] 
Corollary 1.3. A as in Theorem 1.2, and suppose f= f**. Then Rnf*(A) = f(A)*. 
In particular, if ICA and f z is the torsion class for the closed set V(I), then 
Jat*(A)=Hp(A)* and Rnf  t*(A)=H°t(A) *.
The reader may compare the next corollary with [8, Theorem 1; 3, Corollary]. 
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Corollary 1.4. Let p be a height n -  1 prime in a complete local Gorenstein ring A 
of dimension . The following are equivalent: 
(1) H~(A) = O. 
(2) The p-adic topology is equivalent to the p-symbolic topology. 
(3) p contains every minimal prime of A. 
Proof. The ker(A/pJ-*A/p 0)) =H°(A/pJ) .  The left exact sequence O--*H~(A)*--* 
lira A/P j--* limA/pti)-*O obtained from an application of lim and duality on a 
4--- 4"-- 4 - -  
Gorenstein ring is exact since the inverse system of artinian modules H°m(A/p j) 
satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition. The equivalence of (1)-(3) may be deduced 
from this relation and the theorem. [] 
In the following, we use (`4, r~) for the m-adic completion of the n-dimensional 
noetherian local ring (A, m),M*= Hom(M,E(A/m)) for any A-module M. If we 
map a complete local Gorenstein ring (B, mB) of dimension onto .4, let K(A)= 
HomB(`4, B) be the canonical module of ` 4 described in [51. We note that for an ` 4- 
module M, M* = HomA (M, EA (A/rh)) = Homs (M, E s (B/ms)) and we will not dis- 
tinguish the notation. Part (1) in the next theorem is in [5], while (3) may be found 
in [9], but we derive all simultaneously. 
Theorem 1.5. Let I be an ideal of a noetherian local ring (A, m) of dimension , 
the dual torsion class (on ` 4-modules) to the torsion class :)A. Then 
(1) Hm(A)*=K(A), 
(2) H~(A)*= ~(K(`4)) ,  
(3) AssAH~(A)*= {qespec`4idim`4/q=n and dimA/q + 1`4 <1}. 
Proof. Let ¢ : B~`4 be a surjection of a complete n-dimensional local Gorenstein 
ring B onto ` 4, J=qb-l(I`4). Then by Corollary 1.3 (the case I=A is trivial) and 
Matlis duality on a complete noetherian local ring, H](B)= ~*(B)*. This gives that 
H~(`4)=H](B)®B`4=HOmB(`4,~*(B))*=:7(K(`4))*=~(K(`4))*. Note that 
:fj*(K(`4)) is an ideal of B and a finitely generated `4-module. Thus H~i(`4) is 
artinian, and AssA(H~A (`4)*) = {q e spec`4 1 dim A/q  = n and dim `4/q + I`4 = 0}. 
Noting Hf(A)=H~(A)®`4=HfA(`4) completes the proof of (2) and (3). For (1), 
take I= m. [] 
Corollary 1.6 ([4, Theorem 3.1; 7, Theorem III 3.1]). I f (A, m) is an n-dimensional 
noetherian local ring and ICA such that each n-dimensional component of  spec`4 
intersects V([`4) non-trivially, then H~(M)= 0 for every A-module M (and con- 
versely). 
Corollary 1.7. I f  (A,m) is an n-dimensional noetherian local ring, then the set 
{H~ (A) [ I ~ A } has (up to isomorphism) only finitely many modules. 
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Proof. We use the notation of the theorem. If J is any torsion class of B-modules 
with spec g-CI Ass B = spec ~ N Ass B, then ~*(B) = g(B). [] 
2. The module HF-  l(A)* 
Now we examine the local cohomology module H}'-I(A), but restrict ourselves 
to the case (A, m) is local Gorenstein. If U c_ X= spec A, let U i be those primes of 
U of height i. Theorem 1.5 shows when A is complete (Gorenstein), H~(A)=O if 
and only if each prime of X0 is contained in some prime from V(I)n_ 1, thus is a 
spectral property. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (A, m) be a complete local Gorenstein ring of dimension , ICA. 
I f  H~ (A) = O, then 
(1) Ass(H~-l(A)*)i=fJ for i>2, 
(2) AsstH~-l(A)*)l = {p~Xl ]V(p+ I)= {m} }, 
(3) RIg-p(A)=Y-p(E(A)/A)=ker(H~--t(A) *-* T-1HT-I(A) *) where T is the set 
of regular elements of A. 
Proof. If H~(A)=0, it follows that HJ* =0,  so that H~ '-~ is a tensor product. 
Thus if dimA/p<n-1,  for p~X, Hom(A/p,H~-I(A)*)=H~-I(A/p)*=O and 
pCAssHf-l(A) *. Let G=X-Xo,  f=Yc ,  and let T denote the set of regular 
elements of A. Then for any A-module M, g-(M)=~x~rHom(A/xA, M)= 
ker(M--, T-IM). For x e T, we examine Hom(A/xA, HT- I(A)*) = H~- l(A/xA)* = 
H~-I(A/xA) * where i is the image of I in A/xA. Now A/xA is complete 
Gorenstein of dimension - 1. Corollary 1.3 says that H~-l(A/xA)* = g'T*(A/xA) = 
g-p(A/xA). Apply ~*  to the short exact sequence O~A x--~A-~A/xA--*0 to 
obtain the exact sequence 
O= yqi*(A)--, yFp(A/xA)--, Rlg-p(A) X, Rlg'p(A). 
The first term is zero since the hypothesis implies that no minimal prime is in 
F(~/*). Hence Hom(A/xA, H~-I(A)*)=Hom(A/xA, R13-1*(A)). It follows by 
taking direct limits over all x~ T that J(H} 7- I(A)*) = J(R I~*(A)). By the shifting 
lemma (with the aid of O--,A--*E(A)-*E(A)/A--*O) and using the fact that 
Ass E(A)/A =)(1, we find that R lfI*(A ) = gp(E(A)/A) is g--torsion, whence (2) 
and (3). [] 
Remark 2.2. Ass(Hf-l(A)*)0 has not been determined. 
For the case where I is of height n - 1, more can be learned about Hf-  1(.4)*. If 
ht I=n-  1, let V(I)n_1 = {Pl, "",Pr}, S=SI=A\UPi ,  and ~ be the torsion class 
for V(I). Then ~/*(M) and R I~/*(M)= S-1M/At axe easily seen to be the kernel 
and cokernel, respectively, of the map M-,S-~M. Since localization at S is exact, 
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R i~,  is right exact (and commutes with direct sums) hence is a tensor product. We 
will denote by A~¢ I the I-adic completion of M. 
Theorem 2.3. Let (A, m) be an n-dimensional local Gorenstein ring, I a height n - 1 
ideal of A, V(I) n_ 1 = {Pl, ..., Pr } and $I= A \ U Pi. Then 
H~- l(A)*=(si lA/A)  ^ t=coker (141~ Hi A~]). 
Proof. By duality Hf-I(A)*=ILmyH~(A/IY ). Let S=S~=A \ U Pi. The left exact 
sequence of (left exact) functors 0~H°m ~ ~ ~ S-IH ° can easily be checked to be 
exact on injectives, hence yields, when applied to A/ I  j the exact sequence 
O~ H°m(A/IJ)~ A / I  j ~ S- I (A/ I J )~ Him (A/IJ) ---, H](A/ I  j ) =0. 
The last term is zero since the torsion class ~/ is  closed under injective envelopes 
implies that ~ is acyclic on the class °J I. Thus, on the one hand, Hlm(A/IJ)= 
RI~*(A/IJ)=RIY-p(A)®A (A/ I  j) hence H~-I(A)*=Iim(S-1A/.4)®A/IJ= 
(S- IA/A) I. On the other hand, ker ctj is artinian for all j, and the induced maps 
Im aj+l -~ Im aj are surjections; the sequences satisfy the Mittag-Leffler condition 
and lim is exact. Apply lim and note I imS-IA/IJS-IA ^Pi. ----IIiApi , our  result 
g- -  ~ 4--- 
follows. [] 
Corollary 2.4. I f  A is a complete local Gorenstein ring and p is a height n - 1 prime 
containing all the minimal primes, then the set of  elements of (Ap/A) p annihilated 
by regular elements i just Ap/A. 
Proof. A C_Ap and H~(A)=0 from the hypothesis and Corollary 1.4. By Theorem 
2.1 and Theorem 2.3, Ap/A =R lfp*(A)= ker((Ap/A) p~ T-I(Ap/A) p) where T is 
the set of regular elements of A. [] 
Theorem 2.5. I f  I is a height n -  1 ideal in a complete local Gorenstein ring A and 
H~(A)=O, then the elements of Hf- I (A) * annihilated by regular elements i  the 
dense submodule RI~*(A), whose associated primes are just those height one 
primes not contained in any height n -  1 prime containing L
Proof. In Theorem 2.1, it was shown that the elements of H~-I(A) * killed by 
regular elements is RlY-~I(A). By Theorem 2.3, RlY-I*(A)I=H~-I(A) *. [] 
In the proof of Theorem 2.3, we have examined the sequence 
O--, H; (A)*.-, AP-~ A~-..~ H I -  ItA)*-~O 
where h tp=n-  1. However, applying ~ to a minimal injective resolution of A, 
we can obtain an exact sequence 
O--, H i -  I(A)-, E(A/p)-, E(A/m)-, H i (A)-,o. 
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Take duals to obtain the following: 
O~ lip (A)*~ A "-" EtA/p)*~ Hp- I(A) *---, O. 
The apparent difference is reconciled below, but first a lemma which could be 
deduced from a special case of [1, Proposition 2.1]. 
Lemma 2.6. I f  p is a height n -  1 prime in a noetherian local ring (A, m), then 
lim Exti(mJ/p~ ) and Ap®Hip( ) are naturally equivalent. 
Proof. The natural map Hom(mJ/p~M)- ,  Hom(mJ/pJ M)p = Hom(A/p~M) r 
produces the needed isomorphism in the exact commutative diagram 
H°m (M) ' H°p(M) ' lim Hom(mJ/p~ M) , H~m (M) ' ' H~p(M) 
H°m(M) 'H°p(M) , Ap®H°p(M) ' H~m(M) 'Hip(M). [] 
Theorem 2.7. Let p be a height n -  1 prime in a local Gorenstein ring A. Then 
/[P=A if and only if E(A/p)*=A p. 
Proof. We have a commutative diagram 
0 , HOm(A/pJ ) , A /p J  a ,Ap®A/p  j ' Hlm(A/p j) ~0 
H°m(A/p j) , A l to j , Hlm(mJ/p j) ,H (A/p j) ,o 
where Hlm(mJ/pJ)=(mJ/pJ)p/C~(mJ/pJ)=(A/pJ)p/~(mJ/PJ) • The rows are exact 
and satisfy the Mittag-Leffler condition. Applying ILm and using li_m Him(A/p j) = 
H~-i(A) *, we have 
0 ,H~(A)* ,A  ,ILmH~m(mJ/p y) ,H~-~(A) * ~0. 
Now use duality and Lemma 2.6 to show 
l imHlm(mJ/pJ)=fimExtn-l(mJ/pJ A)*=H~-l (Ap)*-E(A/p)  *. [] 
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